then G = ka" + X'a'n where a a are the roots of x2 -Ax + B = 0 and n ' X, X are found by solving X + X = G., Àa + À a = G.. From our assumptions it follows that a, a', X(a~ -o.'), X'(o. -a ) are all algebraic integers.
In the case in which a is irrational, all lie in a quadratic extension and denotes conjugation in this field. The degenerate case, A = AB, is dealt with by writing A = 2«, B = a . Then G = bna"~ + ca" with integers a, b, c. The degenerate case is similar to the local behavior at primes dividing A -AB in the general case.
Reduction of ( G ) modulo ttz yields a periodic sequence (after perhaps some atypical initial terms). We may then define the distribution of G modulo ttz as the relative frequency of each residue in a full period. The sequence is said to be uniformly distributed modulo m if each residue occurs equally often. We wish to determine all moduli for which a given recurrent sequence is uniformly distributed. This will complete the study initiated by Kuipers and Shiue [l] , [2] . Along the way we will relate the uniform distribution of ( G ) to that of (G , , . ) for fixed i and k. 
Apply ( 1) with k equal to the order of « mod p to get
Since k\p -1, it is relatively prime to p. 
where both terms in brackets are algebraic integers. If ¡3 denotes a prime over p in Q(ct) and k is the order of a mod \i, then
Since the G are rational integers, G +, = G (mod "p) is equivalent to Gn+k -Gn (m°d ti' Here (*' pî = l SÍnCe k\p2 -l SO if Gn + k = Gn (m°d t he sequence ( G ) is not uniformly distributed mod p.. Thus [A'(a' -a)]
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use £ ¡3 or a e ^ will make uniform distribution impossible. We may then consider a' to be also a unit modulo p and adjust k, still dividing p -1, so that a^ = a'fe =1 (mod £). Since ak -a'k £ £, we must have a' -a e £ if the third factor on the right side of (4) 
Proof. G , -G a = A'(a' -a). If a' = a (mod ])), then (a'k -ak)/(a.' -a) = kak~ l (mod £).
Thus (A) is completely analogous to (2) and Proposition 2 follows from it in the same way as Proposition 1 follows from (2). Example 2. Whenever GQ = 2, G.= A, the criterion given in the remark above shows that there is no modulus of uniform distribution.
General moduli. We suppose that we have a modulus m all of whose prime divisors are moduli of uniform distribution. These are the only moduli we need test. Furthermore, by induction, it suffices to consider the case in which ttz = ttz q , ( G ) is uniformly distributed modulo m q , and all prime factors of ttz are less than q. We discuss only the nondegenerate case, leaving the details of the degenerate case to the reader.
Suppose first that h = 0. The method described in the introduction depends on finding k such that G +, = G (mod m ). Using (3) and the condition that a be a unit mod £), it is easy to find such a k composed of
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use primes p\mn and primes dividing p -1 for these values of p. The primes dividing p -1 are less than p except when p = 2. However, if ( G ) is uniformly distributed mod 2, G +, = G +1 (mod 2) and a = 1 (mod *p), so no difficulty arises in that case. In all cases, one has a quantity k = k (q) such that (q, k) = 1, G +, = G (mod ttz.) and a = 1 (mod 0). From the last part of Proposition 2, we conclude that each ( G, +. ) behaves like a nontrivial arithmetic progression mod q.
Thus h = 0 gives no difficulty.
Lemma. // 77 is a prime element for a valuation extending the p-adic valuation on Q, and if c > 0 is maximal with ß = 1 (mod 77e), ¿Aerz ßp = 1 (mod p77e) but not (mod 7577e ) provided that pnc l\nct>.
Proof. Write ß = 1 + X77C with x a unit modulo 77 and expand ß by the binomial theorem. Since p\(?) for 0 < i < p, we have ß^ = 1 + pxnc + x^n (mod p77C ). The lemma is a special case of this formula.
In our case p\(n)2 so that pnc + 1\ncp unless: with k = kAq). By Proposition 2, the result we seek is equivalent to (ák -oik)/(a' -a) 4 0 (mod <?Aq); and this has been established for h = 0.
Since a is a unit modulo q, there is no difficulty in working with a as a q-adic unit. Thus we must show that ß = a!/a, satisfies (ß -l)/(ß -l)
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